The contemporary international financial system was established in 1944 at the United Nations Monetary and Financial Conference in Bretton Woods, New Hampshire. The Bretton Woods conference was not sponsored by the United Nations organization, however, because that organization did not yet exist. Instead, the conference was named after the World War II alliance of the US, UK, France, Russia, and China, which opposed the Axis powers of Germany, Italy, and Japan. This alliance was officially called the United Nations. In the midst of the war, the allies drafted plans for an international organization to maintain international peace and security. They gave the new organization their name, gave themselves veto power on the Security Council, and gave the Security Council a critical role in amending the Charter and admitting new members.

In addition to creating the United Nations, the allies created three international economic organizations. Because they were conceived in Bretton Woods, they are often called the Bretton Woods institutions. These institutions were the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD, often called the World Bank), the International Monetary Fund (IMF), and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT, which was replaced in 1995 by the World Trade Organization). The World Bank and IMF are the cornerstones of today’s international financial system. Yet neither was able to prevent the international financial crisis that spread from the US to the rest of the world in 2008 and that continues to affect people and states worldwide.

Since 2008, there have been many calls for reform of the international financial system. There has also been much debate about what kinds of reform would be effective and whether such reforms are politically and economically possible. Meanwhile, the crisis has spread from one country to the next, devastating even Iceland, which in 2007 was at the very top of the United Nations Development Programme’s (UNDP) list of developed states. Today, it threatens to break apart the European Union.

**History**

Among those in attendance at the 1944 Bretton Woods conference was the British economist and policy maker, John Maynard Keynes. In 1918, Keynes had attended a similar post-war meeting, the Paris Peace Conference, where the World War I allies imposed economic reparations on Germany to punish it for the damage it had caused to France and the UK. In his book, *The Economic Consequences of the Peace*, written immediately after the conference, Keynes argued that the reparations were so high that they would devastate Germany and weaken economies throughout Europe.

By 1944, Keynes’ prediction had come true. During the 1920s, the Germany economy contracted as the government paid its reparations to the UK and France. When the German currency collapsed and Germany defaulted on its reparations payments, the UK and France were unable to pay their war debts to the US. This, in turn, created economic problems in the US, including the 1929 crash of the US stock market. Thus the effort to punish Germany had backfired, creating the Great Depression, the worldwide economic crisis that lasted for more
than a decade. German reparations also played an important role in causing World War II. Adolf Hitler’s election in 1933 was largely in response to the hopes of German citizens that he would free them from the reparations and restore German power.

At the end of World War II, the allies were determined to take a different path. As economist Robert B. Reich explains, the first lesson they took from the first decades of the 20th century was that international economic cooperation is vital for international peace and prosperity:

Instead of repeating the mistake made almost three decades before, the U.S. and Britain bore in mind Keynes' earlier admonition. The surest pathway to a lasting peace, they then understood, was to help the vanquished rebuild. Public investing on a grand scale would create trading partners that could turn around and buy the victors' exports, and also build solid middle-class democracies in Germany, Italy and Japan.

Thus the purpose of the World Bank was to make loans to member states to help them rebuild from the war so they would not feel a need to impose reparations on the losers. The first World Bank loans were to France, the Netherlands, Luxembourg, and Denmark. Since then, the World Bank has made billions of dollars in loans to countries rebuilding after wars and natural disasters. In addition, the World Bank makes loans to help developing countries build infrastructure and reduce poverty.

The second lesson the allies took from the interwar years was that, once an economic crisis gets going, isolationist foreign policies can make it worse. As explained by the US State Department:

The policies adopted by governments to combat the Great Depression – high tariff barriers, competitive currency devaluations, discriminatory trading blocs – had contributed to creating an unstable international environment without improving the economic situation. This experience led international leaders to conclude that economic cooperation was the only way to achieve both peace and prosperity, at home and abroad.

The purpose of the GATT was to help member states reduce tariffs (taxes on imports) so that producers would have worldwide markets for their goods. The WTO, the GATT’s successor, helps countries reduce other trade barriers, as well, including quotas, regulations, and subsidies. In summer 2008, WTO’s most recent round of trade negotiations, the Doha Round, broke down over the issue of agricultural protection. Developing countries, especially India and China, disagreed with developed countries, especially the US, about whether developing countries should be able to impose tariffs on agricultural imports to protect producers from import surges and price declines. Also at issue were developed country agricultural subsidies. Subsidies are payments to domestic businesses to enable them to...
compete against imports. In the European Union (EU) for example, domestic wheat farmers are paid $200 per ton of wheat; however, outside the EU wheat can be purchased at $150 per ton; thus EU farmers are being subsidized by $50 per ton.\textsuperscript{10} Similar subsidies exist in the US, Canada, and Australia.

The purpose of the IMF is to help member states out of short-term currency crises (also called balance of payments crises) so that one country’s economic problems will not spread worldwide. To understand the IMF, it is vital to understand balance of payments crises. Every three months, each state tallies up its financial transactions with the rest of the world. This tally is the state’s balance of payments (BOP). The two major components of a state’s BOP are its current account or trade balance (exports minus imports) and its capital account balance (foreign money coming into the country minus national money flowing abroad, through investments, loans, and foreign aid). Before the IMF was created, when countries had negative balances of payments, they had just four options, each of which caused other countries to suffer. These options were:

1. to impose trade barriers (to limit imports or increase exports), which hurts other countries’ ability to prosper through trade
2. to impose currency exchange controls (to keep money from leaving the country), which reduces the options of international investors and reduces confidence in international investments
3. to devalue the currency by printing money (to pay off loans or make the country’s exports more competitive), which reduces the ability of other countries to export their products and spreads inflation
4. to deflate the economy by raising interest rates (to make it harder for citizens and businesses to take out loans that allow them to live beyond their means), which puts the national economy in recession and hurts countries that normally export to that country.

The IMF was created to give states another option. Each IMF member state pays dues (called a quota) to the organization in proportion to the size of its economy. In exchange, when it has a negative BOP, it can ask the IMF for a short-term loan to assist with adjustment. If the IMF Executive Board votes to offer it a loan, the country is less likely to manipulate the value of its currency or impose trade barriers to deal with the situation. In fact, IMF loans generally come with conditions prohibiting these actions. Together, the loans and the conditions are intended to get states back on track without major disruption to the international economy.\textsuperscript{11} Before 2008, the IMF had been involved in balance of payments crises in developing countries such as Mexico (1982, 1994), Argentina (1995), and Thailand, Korea, Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines, Russia, and Brazil (1997). Many aspects of the IMF’s packages have been criticized, especially the tendency to impose conditions limiting government regulation.\textsuperscript{12} For example, most countries that accept IMF loans must agree to cut the size of their government by closing offices, laying off workers, and ending subsidies for food, health care, education, and transportation.

At a national level, governments also began to engage in deficit financing to soften the effects of economic downturns. This reflected agreement with John Maynard Keynes’ observation that although, in the long run, the Great Depression would end, “in the long run, we are all dead.”\textsuperscript{13} As US Federal Reserve Board Chairman Ben S. Bernanke explains,
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…the experience of the Depression helped forge a consensus that the government bears the important responsibility of trying to stabilize the economy and the financial system, as well as of assisting people affected by economic downturns. Dozens of our most important government agencies and programs, ranging from social security (to assist the elderly and disabled) to federal deposit insurance (to eliminate banking panics) to the Securities and Exchange Commission (to regulate financial activities) were created in the 1930s, each a legacy of the Depression.\textsuperscript{14}

According to economist Robert Reich, the IMF has forgotten these important lessons of the 1930s. Writing in 1999, Reich argued that

Were Keynes alive today he would surely admire the vigor of the U.S. economy, but he would also notice that some 40% of the global economy is in recession and much of the rest is slowing down: Japan, flat on its back; Southeast Asia, far poorer than it was just two years ago; Brazil, teetering; Germany, burdened by double-digit unemployment and an economic slowdown; and declining prices worldwide for oil and raw materials. In light of all this, Keynes would be mystified that the International Monetary Fund is requiring troubled Third World nations to raise taxes and slash spending, that "euro" membership demands budget austerity, and that a U.S. President wants to hold onto budget surpluses.\textsuperscript{15}

Since 1999, of course, the situation has changed dramatically. In particular, as explained below, the US economy crashed as the result of a housing bubble, which has reduced economic growth and prosperity worldwide.

Another goal of the IMF was to stabilize currency exchange rates to create confidence in international trade. Exchange rates are the international price of money. They express the value of one currency compared to the value of another. For example, the Euro/US dollar exchange rate on November 7, 2008 was $1.27. Thus, to pay for a 100 Euro hotel room in Paris, you would need $127. In July 2008, the Euro/US dollar exchange rate was over $1.60. Thus, simply because of currency fluctuations, your trip would have cost 25% more before the 2008 market downturn than after.\textsuperscript{16}

Exchange rate stability is vital for international trade. Only when producers and consumers are confident about the stability of exchange rates will they be willing to trade. Historically, great powers have tried to stabilize exchange rates by establishing gold standards (UK) or gold exchange standards (US), in which the great power pledges to print money in strict proportion to the amount of gold it has, and other states peg their currencies to the great power’s at a certain, set rate. Because the British gold standard made it difficult for the world economy to grow and for individual states to adjust to changes in their economies,\textsuperscript{17} the post-World War II US gold exchange standard was devised with more flexibility. This system was governed by the IMF Executive Board, which from 1945-1971 established the rates at which member states’ currencies could be exchanged for the US dollar. In 1971, US President Richard Nixon took the US off the gold exchange standard when European countries complained that the US had printed far more dollars than it had gold to finance the Vietnam War and therefore demanded gold instead of dollars.\textsuperscript{18}


\textsuperscript{15} Reich, “John Maynard Keynes,” p. 3.


\textsuperscript{17} Bernanke, “Money, Gold, and the Great Depression.”

Since 1971, the IMF’s role in stabilizing exchange rates has been replaced by the Group of 7 industrialized countries (G-7), which cooperate to buy and sell currencies when exchange rates fail to stay within certain ranges. The members of the Group of 7 are the US, UK, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, and Canada. These states are also members of the Group of 8, which includes Russia. But because of their wealth and extensive international transactions, it is the G-7 countries that cooperate to stabilize exchange rates. In September 2011, finance ministers of the G-7 countries affirmed their commitment to “market determined exchange rates” and their belief that the Euro should be bolstered to “maintain the stability of the global financial system.”

**Current Events**

Today, the World Bank, WTO, and IMF continue to carry out the missions defined for them at the Bretton Woods conference. Yet the membership of these organizations and the economic environment in which they operate have changed dramatically since 1945. In considering how the UN and its sister organizations -- the World Bank, WTO, and IMF -- should respond to the current international financial crisis, it is important to understand these changes.

The first major change since 1945 has been a dramatic increase in membership in the Bretton Woods organizations. From the start, the UN included most independent states worldwide. By contrast, until the 1990s, the members of the Bretton Woods institutions were largely the Western bloc allies of the United States. Although the Soviet Union participated in the Bretton Woods conference, in 1945 Joseph Stalin decided Russian would not join the organizations, both because the US had ignored a Russian request for a reconstruction loan and because Stalin was reluctant to make the financial disclosures required to establish what the Russian quota would be. Russia did not join the IMF and World Bank until 1992. As of 2011, it is still in the process of joining the WTO. By contrast, was one of the original 45 members of the World Bank, IMF, and GATT. But, after the Chinese Revolution of 1949, when the Chinese Nationalist government fled to Taiwan and a Communist government controlled the mainland, the Chinese seats at the IMF and World Bank were held by the Nationalist (Taiwanese) government. This remained the case until 1980, when the membership was transferred to the People’s Republic of China. Ever since, the IMF has treated Taiwan as a province of China. China joined the WTO in 2001. In 1945, the IMF had 29 members. Today, it has 185. Growth in World Bank and IMF membership has been similar.

The second major change since 1945 has been a significant increase in international trade and finance compared to levels seen during the interwar years. During the Cold War, successive US administrations worked to increase economic interdependence within the Western bloc, tying US allies together in the Bretton Woods organizations. In the 1980s, after President Nixon’s 1971 recognition of the mainland Chinese government, China joined the UN and became part of the Western economic bloc. Since the end of the Cold War, Russia and its many former satellite states have also become integrated into the international economic system. As a result of these
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changes, the value of international trade (measured in constant 2000 US dollars) was more than 200 times greater in 2007 than it was in 1950.\(^\text{25}\)

Today, no country pursues an “autarkic” strategy of completely avoiding international trade and financial ties. Instead, most states are engaged in at least some international trade and finance. In 2007, Germany was the world’s largest exporter, followed by China and the US. In slightly different order, these countries were also the world’s largest importers, with the US at the top, followed by Germany and China.\(^\text{26}\) Yet these countries were not equally vulnerable to international economic crises, as can be seen by comparing each country’s exports and imports to its overall economic production (gross domestic product). As shown in Table 1, in 2007, Germany’s reliance on international trade was much greater than the US’s and China’s:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Total Exports 2007</th>
<th>Total Imports 2007</th>
<th>Trade Balance (Exp-Imp)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>$1.354 trillion</td>
<td>$1.075 trillion</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>7.099</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td>6.194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>1.148</td>
<td>1.968</td>
<td>(82)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


bonds because no other country has the large and stable financial system of the US. Japan has been in a recession for over two decades and, with the earthquake, tsunami, and nuclear crisis is not a place that international investors want to put a lot of money for safekeeping. Similarly, China’s economy is large and growing but is not stable or transparent enough to inspire investor confidence. For many years, the European Union was perceived as a strong investment alternative to the US, but once European countries caught the US financial “flu,” the Euro started falling, and now its future is in doubt.30

Second, China is a developing country. According to the CIA, in 2007 GDP per capita (per person, purchasing power parity) was just $5,400 in China, compared to $34,100 in Germany and $45,800 in the US. Because poverty is still a widespread problem in China, even a small economic downturn can have very large effects on the Chinese people. By contrast, German and American citizens, with their much higher incomes, should be less likely to fall back into extreme poverty. Three years after the crisis began, we can see that these predictions have borne out. China’s unemployment rate has skyrocketed, and its poorest citizens have suffered. However, due to continued domestic and international demand for Chinese products, in 2010, Chinese per capita GDP had grown to $7,600.31

Third, the US is not just a state that exports and imports a great deal. From 1945 to 1989, it was one of the two most powerful states in the world. During this time, the US set up and ran the Bretton Woods international economic system to advance its interests and balance the power of the Soviet Union. Since 1989, the US has been the single most powerful state in the world. In 2007, the US accounted for just 5 percent of world population and 6 percent of the world’s land area, yet it accounted for 45 percent of worldwide military spending and 21 percent of gross world product. The next largest military spenders were the UK, China, France, and Japan, each of which accounted for just 4 to 5 percent of world military spending.32

Because of its power, the US has long had a dominant role in setting and enforcing the rules of the international economic system. For example, at the World Bank and IMF, member states’ votes are weighted based on the quotas (dues) they pay. In 2008, the US paid 17.09 percent of the IMF’s quota and held 16.77 percent of the votes. By contrast, Germany’s quota was 5.99 percent (5.88 percent of votes), and China’s quota was 3.72 percent (3.66 percent of votes).33 In recent years, China has lobbied to have the quota system revised so each member state, regardless of size, has more votes. As explained by the China Daily,

China's gross domestic product (GDP) was more than six times that of Belgium in 2006, while Belgium had a 2.16 percent quota and China’s quota was only 2.98 percent. IMF took an initial, yet major, step toward overhauling its quota share structure last September by increasing the quotas for four developing economies: China, South Korea, Mexico and Turkey. China's quota was then raised from 2.98 percent to 3.72 percent. "Last year's quota increase (for China) is more a symbolic move than a substantial one, as the developed economies, especially the United States and Europe, are still the dominant powers in the Fund," said Tan Yaling, a senior researcher with the global financial market department of the Bank of China.34

Thanks to this system of weighted voting, in an economic crisis the US is more likely than China (or other developing countries) to receive IMF assistance. Moreover, the IMF is less likely to criticize the US and more likely to criticize China (and other developing countries). Nevertheless, because the US and other G-7 members needed China to help bail the international financial boat, in 2010, they agreed to increase China’s quota and voting rights, as well as those of other leading developed countries, such as India and Brazil. To accomplish this, the quotas and voting rights of some European states were reduced. Today, the weighted voting system remains in place, and the US continues to have more influence on IMF decisions than any other member state.

Another benefit of US power is widespread international confidence in the dollar. Most countries with trade deficits have trouble attracting foreign investment to keep their balance of payments positive. But because the US is among the top three importers and exporters, and because it is China’s largest trading partner and Germany’s second-largest trading partner, the bulk of international trade occurs in dollars. In addition, because no other state in the world has such developed and diversified financial markets and such a generally stable currency, the US has historically been a very safe place for individuals, firms, and states from all over the world to invest their money. This is why, despite the US’s large debt, the US economy did not contract very deeply or for very long. Today, many Americans remain unemployed, but the US has not experienced a balance of payments crisis, which some thought was likely in 2008. This is because, at the moment, the US still dominates the world economy. As a result, there are few secure alternatives for international investors.

To summarize, although Germany, China, and the US was all in the top three importers and exporters in 2007, each had different levels and types of exposure to the international economic crisis. Moreover, although these countries were unique in having very high trade volumes, their vulnerabilities were similar to those of many other states. Some countries are, like Germany, very vulnerable to disruption in international demand for their products. Other countries are, like China, less vulnerable on this front in aggregate terms; but because of their lower GDPs per capita, small changes in international demand could have large effects on their living standards. Finally, some countries are, like the US, vulnerable to changes in investor confidence.

High levels of international economic interdependence mean that both good economic times and economic downturns spread quickly and widely through the system. Moreover, the US’ dominant position in the world economy means that (as policy makers and analysts frequently note) “when the US sneezes, the world catches a cold.” This has been very much the case in the current financial crisis, which began with risky mortgages made in the US and bundled into investments purchased by banks, hedge funds, insurance companies, and many other investors in the US and abroad. When it became evident that millions of these mortgages would not be repaid, banks had to shore up their loss reserves, so they stopped making new loans to individuals, firms, and governments. In turn, individuals, firms, and governments cut back their consumption of goods and services, which reduced corporate profits, stock prices, and employment. In this way, the crisis spread from Wall Street to Main Street and from the US to other countries. In the ten weeks from September 7 to October 28, 2008, the crisis resulted in the failure and government takeover of a number of US and international banks. Stock markets worldwide fell by more than half from their peaks. Exchange rates fluctuated widely, with the Euro/US rate, in particular, falling 25% from its July 2008 peak as funds flowed into US investments, especially Treasury bonds, which are seen as a safe haven.
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Although the crisis started in the US and led to significant decreases in US real estate and stock values and an increase in unemployment, the US situation is not as bad as it would be if investors lacked confidence in the dollar. By contrast, Iceland, Hungary, Ukraine, and Turkey – which have received considerable foreign investment in recent years – saw foreign funds flee their markets, which made it necessary to obtain balance of payments assistance from the IMF.\textsuperscript{39} Trade sensitive countries such as Germany and China also felt the effects of the dramatic worldwide downturn in consumption.\textsuperscript{40}

\textit{Previous Committee Work on this Topic}

By early November 2008, the financial crisis had spread from the US to affect most countries in the world. Thus many UN committees and agencies begun to analyze the causes and effects of the crisis and discuss ways to reduce its detrimental effects on employment, incomes, and poverty worldwide. In addition, the crisis was under discussion in a number of non-UN forums, such as the IMF, World Bank, and WTO, which are affiliated with the UN but are run separately. Other organizations that have since held meetings to discuss the crisis include the G-7, the European Union, and the Group of 20, which consists of G-7 members plus 13 of the most advanced developing countries (often called emerging economies), including China, Brazil, Russia, and India.

In early November 2011, leaders of the G-20 will meet in Cannes, France to develop a strategy for responding to the crisis. At present, the crisis has five main aspects. First, because US unemployment remains high, US consumers are not purchasing imports at the rate they once did. This means that the many countries from which the US imports are suffering as well. Second, because European banks held so many US mortgage-backed securities, they continue to be weak from the losses of 2008. Third, when international investors saw how overvalued housing was in the US, they began to dump housing and other real estate in other countries, such as Spain, Ireland, Greece, and Portugal. Fourth, because many large French and German banks hold the debt of these other European countries, if the Euro is going to survive, they are all going to have to figure out how to compromise so that the lender countries are not overly strict and the debtor countries are not encouraged to pursue the same policies again. Finally, and -- from the point of view of worldwide living standards -- most importantly, while the US and European Union focus on their problems, people in developing countries are suffering mightily from decreased demand for their exports and slowdowns in international loans and aid.\textsuperscript{41} As a result, the upcoming G-20 meeting is likely to be marked by widespread and perhaps violent protests.\textsuperscript{42}

Since the crisis began in 2008, many countries have experienced economic protests. Some (such as the protests in Egypt) culminated in a change of government. Others (such as those in London) involved days of riots that were ultimately repressed by police forces. Still others (such as the Occupy Wall Street movement that began in the US and has spread to other countries) are in their early stages. The G-20 therefore provides an international


focal point for these many individual protests to come together in demanding change for people who have been harmed by the economic crisis.

At this point, the three fundamental questions facing UN member states are, first, what caused the crisis and, therefore, what is the best way to avoid a similar crisis in the future? Second, which international organizations should coordinate the response? Third, what have been the effects of the crisis, and how and by whom can they be mitigated?

With regard to the first question, most observers agree that lack of US regulation of non-bank issuers and traders of mortgages was where the problem began. As a result, there have been many calls for increased regulation of US and international mortgage and financial markets to avoid similar problems in the future. Analysts and policy makers have disagreed, however, about who should carry out this regulation. French President Nicholas Sarkozy, for example, argued that the Bretton Woods institutions should be reformed to regulate international banking and investment. By contrast, US President George W. Bush and his successor Barack Obama have argued that countries simply need to coordinate their own domestic responses.

In addition to disagreeing about the solution, policy makers and analysts disagree about who should carry it out. Sarkozy, for example, emphasized the role of the G-7, while Bush and Obama have pushed for a greater role for the G-20. These are far from the only options on the table, however. US economist Fred Bergsten has called for what he calls the G-2 of the US and China. According to French economist Nicolas Simiand, the best option is a G-4 representing “the four main currencies in the world” – the US dollar, the Euro, the Japanese yen, and the Chinese yuan. In 2008, UN General Assembly President Miguel d’Escoto Brockman called for consideration by the G-193 (the General Assembly).

Finally, there are questions about the effects of the crisis to date and its likely effects if, as expected, it continues for some time. In particular, analysts are debating to what extent the crisis will hurt the poorest countries in the world. According to economist Jeffrey Sachs, middle-income countries such as Brazil and India will feed the effects of the crisis more than the poorest countries, which are less involved in international trade and finance. But UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon has expressed concern about the effects of the crisis in reducing aid to developing countries. “While recently we have heard much in this country about how problems on Wall Street are affecting innocent people on Main Street, we need to think more about those people around the world with no streets. Wall Street, Main Street, no street – the solutions devised must be for all.”


Conclusion

The international financial crisis has been underway for three years and because of globalization has affected countries worldwide. Whether the crisis develops into a 21st century version of the Great Depression and whether it calms or fuels international conflict remains to be seen. From the lessons of the 1930s, we know that the answers depend on what policy makers do next.

As you research your country’s position on this issue, consider the following questions:

- What is your country’s involvement in international trade and finance? To what extent and in what ways is it vulnerable to a downturn in trade and/or withdrawal of finance?
- How has your country been affected by the crisis thus far?
- How has your country responded to the crisis?
- Has your country received help from the IMF, World Bank, UN, or other UN member states to adjust to the crisis? If not, does it need such help, or can it give help to others?
- Which international organizations, if any, should lead the response to the crisis?
- How should the causes of the crisis be addressed? Should the response be primarily national or international? Should the Bretton Woods institutions be reformed or left as they are?
- How should the effects of the crisis be addressed? Should the focus be on reducing effects in developed, emerging, or developing countries?
- What can and should the GA-2 do to respond to the crisis and prevent the emergence of similar crises in the future?

Recommended Reading


The first link provides access to the IMF’s most recent report on the world economy, which is useful in understanding the overall problem and policy options. The second link goes to the data used in the report. There you can find out how your country has fared during the crisis. Pay particular attention to the change in gross domestic product (GDP) from 2008 to present. When GDP falls, a country is considered to be in a recession or depression. Also notice GDP per capita, which gives a rough sense of how citizens are faring. In this data, you should also be able to find information on changes in imports and exports. Another option for that data is the World Trade Organization, [http://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/tif_e/org6_e.htm](http://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/tif_e/org6_e.htm)


This article explains the US position going into the November 15 G-20 summit. In particular, it explains why the Bush administration did not think the crisis created a need to reform or replace the IMF. Since this has largely been the position of the Obama administration, as well, this article remains relevant.


This column by a Pulitzer-prize winning economist is the single best summary of the causes and likely effects of the financial crisis. You can read other analysis by Pearlstein from links on this site.
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This interactive *New York Times* site provides insight into how the crisis began in the United States.


This document summarizes a 2008 press conference held by the GA President and a number of top international economic experts. It provides a good summary of some of the questions the GA wrestled with in deciding how to respond to the crisis. As of 2011, most of these questions remain on the table. To find out your country’s position on these issues, go to the website of your country’s UN mission (there are links at [http://www.un.org/en/members/](http://www.un.org/en/members/)) and read its September 2011 speech at the General Assembly Plenary. Many world leaders, include Brazil’s president, used their speech to highlight the dire effects the crisis has had – and could have – on their economies.


This report details the challenge of meeting the MDGs in the wake of the financial crisis. It discusses particular countries and regions and offers suggestions for improvement.


On this site, you can read country reports on the Millennium Development Goals. If your country is a developing country, this will help you learn how your country has been affected by the crisis. Similar reports for developed countries can be found on the OECD website,  
[http://www.oecd.org/countrieslist/0,3025,en_33873108_33844430_1_1_1_1_1,00.html](http://www.oecd.org/countrieslist/0,3025,en_33873108_33844430_1_1_1_1_1,00.html)


This site provides links to recent UN debates and activities related to economics. You can also use the search engine to search for stories on the financial crisis.


This 2008 opinion piece provides a good summary of the arguments for reforming the IMF and other Bretton Woods institutions, neither of which has been accomplished. Martin Wolf writes regularly on economic matters; his columns on the European crisis are excellent.